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In 1970 Hartshorne posed the following problem in [7, p. 126, Problem 5.191: 
Generalize Kneser’s result to higher dimensions. Is it true, for example, that 
any connected subvariety Y C Pkn (K algebraically closed and of arbitrary 
characteristic) of pure dimension s is a set-theoretic intersection of at most 
2n - 2s - 1 hypersurfaces. 
In this connection we prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. For each n, t with n > 3t - 1 there exists a connected subvariety 
YnSt C Pkn (k is an in$nite field) of pure codimension t which is set-theoretically the 
intersection of 
(t - l)[(n + I>/4 + 1, 
but not fewer, hypersurfaces (where [a] denotes the largest integer .<a). 
Thus we give a negative answer to Hartshorne’s question. Our simplest 
counterexample is Y5,a, which has defining ideal 
We show that Y5,a is set-theoretically the intersection of precisely four hyper- 
surfaces. 
In 1973 Eisenbud and Evans showed in [4] that every algebraic set in projective 
n-space is an intersection of n hypersurfaces. Furthermore, our examples yield 
the following: 
COROLLARY. Let n > 1 be an integer. There exist projective varieties Y C Pkn 
of pure dimension n - [(n + 2)/2] w tc are set-theoretically the intersection of h ’ h 
precisely n hypersurfaces. 
In proving the claims of the above examples, the key is the following main 
result of this paper: 
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Let (R, m) be a commutative Noetherian local ring with infinite residue field 
R/in. If a is an ideal of R, we will write rad (a) for the radical of a; that is, rad (a) 
is the intersection of the prime ideals of R which contain a. The arithmetical 
rank of a, written ara (a), is the smallest integer s such that there exist elements 
a, ,..‘, a, E a with 
rad (a) = rad ((al ,..., a,)R). 
Let k, 1 arbitrary integers with 1 < k < 1 and x1 ,..., x2 be an R-sequence. For 
all i = l,..., k we set a, = (xi, ,..., xil,)R, where the elements xii , 1 <j < ri < I 
are from the set {x1 ,..., x,>, and we aisume that ri = p(ai), where p(M) denotes 
dim, MjmM. 
THEOREM 2. Let a = a, n a.. n ak be an intersection with the above ideals. 
Suppose that 
(i) The set of basis elements of the ai are disjoint. 
(ii) There exists an integer t, > 1 such that 
P (2 ad) = CL ( ie1 C ai) - to iE(1.i) 
for any subset I # @ of the set of integers {I,..., k} and for aZZje{l,..., k} -I. 
Then~~~,r~-k++~ara(a)~dimR-depthR+~~~,ri-k+l. 
In Section 1 we begin by studying a property of the dimension of R/in @ gr,(R), 
which is of some interest in itself. In Section 2 comes the heart of the proof of 
Theorem 2, a claculation of the cohomological dimension of R with respect to a 
and of depth(R/a”) for all n 3 1. In Section 3 we conclude with some remarks 
and by studying our examples. Theorem 1 is also proved in Section 3. 
1 
In the following we give some remarks on the dimension 
Z(a) = dim(R/m @ gr,(R)), 
where a is an ideal in the local ring (R, m) and gr,(R) denotes the graded ring 
with respect to a: 
gr,(R) = @ ai/ai+l. 
i>O 
We see how this dimension is related to the number of elements which are 
necessary to discribe a set-theoretically. We prove the following: 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let a be an ideal of R, then Z(a) 3 dim R -- dim R/a. 
Proof. At first we will reduce the inequality to the case dim R/a = 0. 
Replacing R by its completion, and factoring out a prime ideal p such that 
dim R/p = dim R only strengthens the inequality, which becomes 
dim(R/m @ gr,(R)) > height a, 
in view of the saturated chain condition. Now let 5’ be an algebra of finite type 
over a local ring (B, m,) and q a prime ideal of B, we get dim B/m, @ S 3 
dim B,/qB, @ S applying the semi-continuity of the dimension function (one 
can prove this by using the Hilbert-polynomial to define dimensions). Take 
B = R/a, S = gr,(R), and q a minimal prime of a, we get Z(a) > Z(aR,). Since 
height a = height aR, for a suitable minimal q, this completes the reduction to 
the case dim R/a = 0. 
Since if a is an m-primary ideal m/a * gr,(R) is a nilpotent ideal and 
dim R = dim gr,(R) = dim gr,(R)/(nr/a) gr,(R) 
= dim(R/nt @ gr,(R)) = Z(a), 
which completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let a be an ideal of R and x = {x1 ,..., xs} a sequence of 
elements of m. If x is an gr,(R)-regular sequence, then 
Z(a) + s = Z(a, x). 
Proof. Because x is an gr,(R)-regular sequence we have by [5, No. 32, 
Theorem (19.5.5)], the following isomorphism: 
Therefore one deduces 
l(a, x) = dim(Rlm 0 m,,,)(R)) 
= dim(R/m @ gra(R) 0 R/x[T, ,..., TJ) 
= dim((R/m @ gr,(R))[Tr ,..., 7’J) = Z(a) + s. 
In connection with Proposition 2, also compare [2]. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let a be an ideal in the local ring (R, m) with infinite residue 
field R/m. Then there exist elements a, ,..., al E m with 1 = Z(a) such that 
rad(a) = rad((a, ,..., a,)R). 
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Proof. If R/m is an infinite field there exists a minimal reduction b = 
(a1 ,**., al)R C a of a with I = Z(a), by [8]. S ince b . an = an+l for some n we get 
our statement. 
Remark. If Z(a) = dim R - dim R/a, then dim R/(a, ,..., al)R = dim R - I, 
i.e., a, ,..., a, is a part of a system of parameters in R. Thus a is a set-theoretic 
complete intersection. In addition to this we give 
COROLLARY 1. Let a be an ideal of a local ring (R, nt) with infinite residue 
field. Assume that either 
(i) there exists an integer n, > 0 such that gr,n(R) is a free R/a-module for 
uZZ n > n, , or 
(ii) R/a” is a Cohen-MucuuZay ring for all n > 1. 
Then there exists apart of a system of parameters a, ,..., a, with s = dim R _ dim 
R/a such that rad(a) = rad((u, ,..., u,)R), i.e., a is a set-theoretic complete inter- 
section. 
Proof. Using Proposition 3 it is enough to show Z(a) = s. Suppose we have (i). 
For n >, n, we get gran(R) = &, R/a with t, = p(an). The localization at each 
p E Ass R/a yields p(a”) = p(anRp), i.e., Z(a) = Z(aR,). Let p be an isolated 
prime ideal of a, then aR, is primary with respect to the maximal ideal of R, . 
Applying an argument from the proof of Proposition 1 we get dim R, = Z(aR,) = 
Z(a). Therefore, Proposition 1 yields dim R, < dim R - dim R/a < Z(a) = 
dim R, . 
Suppose we have (ii). Let x be an system of parameters of R/a. Then x is also 
an gr,(R)-regular sequence. Proposition 2 yields Z(a) = dim R - dim R/a, 
because dim R = Z(a, x). 
Remark. If n, = 1 in Corollary 1 (i), then the statement is proved in [5, No. 
241 (6.10.5)]. Th e o f 11 owing example shows that our statement in Corollary l(i) 
is a substantial generalization of [5, No. 24, (6.10.5)]. 
Example. Let k be a field, and set R =: k[[x. y]]/(x2y2, y”). Let a = (x, y”) . R. 
Then an/an+’ is R/a-free for all n 3 2, but a/a2 is not R/a-free. Of course, we 
have rad(a) = rad((x) . R). 
2 
We give some lemmas which are useful for the proof of our Theorem 2. Let 
(R, m) be a local ring. Recall that the cohomological dimension of R with respect 
to an ideal a C R, written cd(R, a), is the least integer n such that the local 
cohomology groups H,i(M) = 0 for all i > n and all R-modules M, see [6, 
Sect. 21. 
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LEMMA 1. Leta=a,n ... n a, be an intersection with the ideals as in the 
Introduction and with the assumption (ii) of Theorem 2. Then cd(R, a) = 
P(CL %> - k + 1’ 
Proof. We use induction on the number k. For it = 1 the assertion is well 
known, see, e.g., [6, p. 4141. Let /z > 1. We set b = a, f3 ... n a&r . We will use 
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for local cohomology (see, e.g., [6]): 
It is not hard to show that 
rad(b, a,) = rad(a, , a,) n .** n rad(a,-, , ak) 
= rad((a, , ak) n ... n (ok-r , a,)). 
We define c = (a, , a& n *.. n (ak-r , ah). Clearly the local cohomology depends 
only on the radical of an ideal, and not upon the ideal itself. Using the Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence we get the following sequence: 
We can apply the hypothesis of the induction to ak , 6, and c, too. This implies 
cd(R ak> = p(ak), 
and 
-k++. 
Therefore the above sequence yields cd(R, a) = cd(R, c) - 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let a = a, n **. n ak be an intersection with the ideals as in the 
Introduction and with the assumption (i) of Theorem 2. Then depth R/a” = 
depthR--~=,ri+k-lforalln3 1. 
Proof. (I) At first we show that a* = arn n .*. n akn for all n > 1. We use 
induction on the number k. Let k > 1. We set b = a, n ... n a,-, and we have 
6” = aln n +I- n ai-i . 
The assumption implies that 
a, n .-- n tlj = ala2 **. aj for all j’= 2,..., k. 
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Hence, we deduce that an = (b * Qn, and we have to show that 
It is well known that TorrR(R/bn, R/ahn) s 6” n akn/bnalzn. Using induction on 
the number j we will show that 
TorrR(R/bn, R/a,j) = 0. 
Letj = 1 and ak = (x~, ,..., xlirk ). The following lemma shows that xk, ,..., xle 
is an R/b”-regular sequence. From this it follows the case j = 1. Let j 3 2 
We remark that alcj/ak: j+‘is a free module over R/a, . Using the following exact 
sequence, 
we deduce the statement. 
(II) We compute depth R/an. Using the fact a” = b* n akw, we get the 
following exact sequence: 
o + R/an 4 R/b” @ R/a,” - R/(bn, okn) - 0. 
We use induction on the number k. Let k = 1. Lemma 3 yields 
depth R/am = depth R/al = depth R - p(al). 
Let k > 1. We obtain from the hypothesis of the induction 
depth R/a,” = depth R - rk , 
k-l 
depth R/b” = depth R - c ri + k - 2, 
i=l 
and 
depth R/(b”, akn) = depth(R/a,*)/b”(R/a,“) 
k-l 
zz depth Rjakn - c ri + k - 2 
61 
k 
= depth R - C ri + k - 2. 
i=l 
Applying the local cohomology functor to the above exact sequence we get the 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 3. Let x1 ,..., xt an R-sequence. We set a = (x1 ,..., x,)R. A sequence 
of elements y, ,..., ys E m is an R/a-sequence if and only if it is an R/&sequence for 
some 12 > 1. 
Proof. We remark that Ass R/a = Ass R/an for all n > 1. A simple induction 
argument on s yields the statement. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Proposition 3 shows that Z(a) > ara(a). Of course, we 
have ara(a) > cd(R, a). Lemma 1 yields the left side of the statement of 
Theorem 2. By [2, p. 373, Corollary] we know that 
Z(a) < dim R - m,1n depth R/a”. 
Hence we deduce from Lemma 2 the right side of the statement. 
3 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let V be a subvariety of lPkn with the defining ideal a. 
The least number of hypersurfaces needed to cut out V set-theoretically is given 
by ara(a) in the local ring R := k[x,, ,..., x,](,~ ,..., Q . For each n, t we set 
r = [(n + 1)/t] and define Y,,, with the defining ideal 
a n.t - (x0 ,***, Xt-1) n (xt ,..., x.&-J l-l .** fl (q-l)t ,a.., X,t-J 
Theorem 2 yields 
ara(a,,J = rt - r + 1 = [(n + l)/t](t - 1) + 1. 
Example. Let a = (x, , xr) n (xa , a x ) n (3, , xa) be as in the Introduction. 
Theorem 2 yields ara(a) = 4. 
Proof of corollary. If II is even we set a = (x0 ,..,, ~,,a) n (x,,~ ,..., x,). By 
Lemma 1 and [4] we have n = cd(R, a) < ara(a) < n. If n. is odd we set 
a = (x0 ,..., X&1)/2) n (%+I)/2 Y-.*3 x,) and Theorem 2 yields ara(a) = n. 
Remarks. (1) In Theorem 1 the assumption n > 3t - 1 is necessary for the 
construction of connected subvarieties. For the calculation of the cohomological 
dimension in the examples in the corollary see also [l, 7.5.21. 
(2) In view of Hartshorne’s problem we note that Theorem 1 and [4] yield: 
Let N = N(n, t) be an integer such that any connected subvariety Y C Pka 
of pure codimension t is a set-theoretic intersection of at most N hypersutfaces, 
then 
(t - I)[@ + 1)/t] + 1 < Wn, 9 < n. 
481/48/z-13 
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(3) In view of Proposition 3 we remark that there exist examples of ideals with 
ara(a) < Z(a). Using an argument from [3] we obtain the following: 
Claim. Let V C Pk” be an irreducible variety with the defining prime ideal p. 
Then ara(p) < Z(p) if V is a set-theoretic complete intersection but V is not an 
ideal-theoretic complete intersection. Of course, there exist such examples, see, 
e.g., [7, Chap. II, Sect. 51. 
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